
GovCloud™ Address Suite

Verify global addresses and access change-of-address records for the U.S. with Melissa’s GovCloud™ Address Suite, 
authorized by the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP®). With 38+ years of data quality 
expertise, Melissa’s proprietary engine is USPS®, CASS™ DPV® and Canada Post SERP Certified, incorporating data from 
postal authorities like EIRCODE and Royal Mail to offer the best, most accurate address data essential for important 
government services like voting, public safety, tax collection, and more.

FedRAMP® Authorized Global Address Verification with U.S. Change-of-Address Service

Clean, standardized address data makes it easy to understand all the integrated activities for a client record

Reduce wasted time and expense associated with undeliverable mail

Improve the integrity of government services such as emergency response rates, tax collection, etc.

Comply with standards and reduce security risks across the agency

Verifies non-postal addresses, vacancies and moves

Appends precise lat/longs for addresses and country-specific area hierarchies

Detects and returns the moves for records that are up to 48 months old in the U.S.

Returns addresses in mailing label format according to the standards of each country

Appends additional information like unique identifier, delivery indicator, and more depending on the country

National Change-of-Address Processing

Along with address verification, GovCloud™ Address Suite also provides an endpoint 
for the most current change-of-address services for U.S. addresses. This works by 
comparing company or individual/family names and addresses sent to the service 
against the USPS® NCOALink® database. 

Address Verification

GovCloud™ Address Suite works in two ways: first, it verifies, corrects, and standardizes address data 
for over 240 countries and territories using postal standards. Address standardization supports postal 
formats worldwide and handles different language sets with the ability to transliterate non-Latin 
characters into Latin characters for easy validation and standardization. The second function is to return 
geographic area coordinates and datapoints to pinpoint the address.



Get Started Today!

>> Get a FREE demo: https://www.melissa.com/govcloud-address-suite

Strict Safeguards & Security

FedRAMP® is a government-wide program established to ensure the security of cloud services used by federal 
agencies and provides a standardized approach to assessing, authorizing, and continuously monitoring cloud products 
and services. By obtaining FedRAMP® authorization, Melissa ensures that our cloud services are compliant with 
rigorous security protocols, enabling us to serve federal agencies who require the highest level of data protection.

Melissa has 38+ years of experience in protecting and managing personally identifiable information (PII) and financial 
data. Because we know how important your data is, we are continuously undergoing independent audits and meet 
many cloud, industry, and postal compliance efforts that include:

Along with these security features, GovCloud™ Address Suite uses 256-bit TLS encryption to protect personally 
identifiable information during transmission, so your data stays as safe as possible.

Keep your data clean, detect fraud, and protect your client data with the most reliable solutions available. 
Contact us now at fedramp@melissa.com or visit our website for a free quote. 

Please Note:
*NCOALink® files updated weekly. Melissa is a non-exclusive NCOALink® full service provider licensee of USPS®    

SOC2 Type2

HIPAA/HITECH/HITRUST

USPS yearly audit to host NCOALink database
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About Melissa

Our 38+ years of address expertise started with ZIP+4 and turned into so much more. Melissa is a single-source vendor of 
global address management, data quality and identity verification solutions that help organizations harness accurate data 
for a more compelling customer view. Our industry-leading solutions have processed over 1 trillion address, name, phone 
and email records, making it clear why thousands of businesses worldwide trust Melissa with their data quality needs. 
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